Drunk Driver Gives cows Stupid Excuse Ever: A man told cops he wasn’t drinking while driving—because he argued his car had a “gas pedal” before swallowing whiskies.

Carl Stensland, 31, from Fort Lauderdale when his car hit a lady’s vehicle in the drive-through lane of a McDonald’s in vero Beach, Central Florida. Stevens said he was drunk and was slurring his words. And he had a bottle of John beams beer sitting in his hand in the car, when a cop pulled him over.

When the officer asked if he was drinking, Stevens replied no. But when the cop smelled alcohol, he was not drinking while the car was moving. When asked to provide his details, he attempted to move the car and then stepped out of the vehicle on foot. Police asked the woman to get out of the car and hand over her ID to the cop. The woman, who was the owner of the vehicle, informed the cops that the man was driving in a car, when she noticed something odd.

Armless man uses his feet to stab victim with scissors

The bar at the marriott courtyard hotel. By the time the police arrived, kimberly Day, 28, of cape Coral on Florida’s west coast, had stabbed a man and woman to death. She had left the hotel with her mother, holding the girl.

Police asked Day to let go of her daughter and let the cop get in the car. The girl had been fighting all day and had left her and her daughter and was about to head back to the hotel. The cops stopped the girl and asked her to get out of the car. The girl had been fighting all day with the cops and had been screaming at Day. The girl had been fighting all day with the cops and had been screaming at Day.

Cops forced the girl to enter the car and give up her name on charges of child neglect, resisting an officer with violence—and battery on a cop or firefighter.

COP RESCUES AFTER STEALING: $6,000 FROM DRUG DEALER: A police officer, accused of stealing on the job, has agreed to give up his badge and avoid going to jail.

Zachary Imbler pleaded guilty to a charge of being a drug dealer with intent to deal with illegal drugs.

Imbler admitted to taking more than $6,000 in cash from a home while executing a warrant for his friend’s arrest.

He hid the cash inside a black latex glove and then threw it out to his friend.

Imbler later admitted he stole the money after the homeowner drug dealer told police the $6,000 cash was missing.

Woman Beats and starves her daughter: A woman is accused of starving, beating and keeping her daughter in a cage.

Her boyfriend, a man living next door to her, has an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target soon becomes an easy target.

He had been fighting all day with the cops and had been screaming at Day.

Cops forced the girl to enter the car and give up her name on charges of child neglect, resisting an officer with violence—and battery on a cop or firefighter.

Man tries to smuggle sake on plane: A python hidden inside a computer was seized by TSA agents at Miami airport.

The python and the computer were put aboard a flight to Barcelona.

But it was found following a search of the man’s luggage bag by TSA agents.

"It wasn’t a bomb. But it shows you can’t have any threat from us,” said TSA spokesman. "But it’s not a bomb.

The python was spotted by a passenger on a flight from Miami to Barcelona.

The python and the computer were put aboard a flight to Barcelona.

But it was found following a search of the man’s luggage bag by TSA agents.

"It wasn’t a bomb. But it shows you can’t have any threat from us,” said TSA spokesman. "But it’s not a bomb."